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Abstract

Recently, it was proposed that a single long-axis mode dominates the contribution

to dynamic disorder (�) that reduces hole mobility (µh), making quenching of this mode

a design rule for increased µh. To test this hypothesis, we measure and model the full

phonon spectrum using multiple spectroscopic techniques and predict the µh using �

from the �-point only compared to the full Brillouin zone (FBZ). Only inelastic neutron

scattering (INS) provides validation of all phonon modes. We found that � in a set

of small molecule semiconductors can be miscalculated by up to 24% when comparing

�-point against FBZ calculations. A mode analysis shows that many modes contribute

to � and that no single mode dominates. Our results demonstrate the importance of a

thoroughly validated phonon calculation, and a need to develop design rules considering

the full spectrum of phonon modes.
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Organic semiconductors (OSC) have undergone rapid development for use in applica-

tions such as organic light emitting diodes, transistors, biological and chemical sensors, and

wearable and flexible electronics.1–6 Small molecule OSCs (OSM) have the highest µ among

OSCs because they form extended crystalline domains.7 Planar molecules, like acenes, are

natural building blocks for OSC crystals, but they tend to form microdomain boundaries

with poor electronic connection across the grain boundaries.8,9 Decades of study have shown

that non-planar organic molecules that employ a central building block consisting of fused

aromatic rings with symmetric side chains enable the molecules to:

1. Lock into geometries that may benefit charge transport.10,11

2. Form more extended defect free crystalline domains.12,13

3. Achieve improved electronic connection through microdomain grain boundaries.14

Rubrene, C8-BTBT, C8-DNTT, and TIPS-Pentacene are all examples of substituted acenes

that have exhibited high hole mobility (µh) of over 1 cm2/Vs.15,16

Examining the charge transport mechanism in OSMs have attracted great attention.17–21

There is unanimous consensus that µ cannot be computed accurately using either band the-

ory or a hopping mechanism.22–27 Here we consider the coupling between charge carriers

and molecular motions in the framework of transient localization theory (TLT) in order

to calculate dynamic disorder (�). The coupling leads to large transfer integral fluctua-

tions that dynamically localizes the charge carrier on the ps time scale and thereby reduces

µ. The coupling between phonons and charge carriers is accounted for using diagonal (in-

tramolecular) and off-diagonal (intermolecular) terms in the Hamiltonian.24 Recent theory-

experiment16,17,21,28,29 and theory-theory30–32 studies have shown that TLT provides fairly

accurate prediction of µ and trends between molecules.

Recently, µhs of several OSMs were calculated based on the spectral measurements of

�.16,21,33,34 While there is little doubt that the dynamic disorder model correctly accounts for

the reduced µh, there is disagreement in the literature about how many modes are responsible,
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how to measure these modes experimentally, or how to model these modes theoretically. This

letter examines this problem using a series of three well studied high µh substituted acenes,

6,13-Bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)(TIPS)-Pentacene, 5,11-Bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthradithiophene

(TESADT), and its fluorinated analogue, diF-TESADT. These molecules form similar crys-

tal structures, yet show a clear increase in µh from <1 cm2/Vs for TIPS-pentacene,35 to >1

cm2/Vs in TESADT,36 and to >6 cm2/Vs for diF-TESADT.37 We extend this study beyond

brick-wall materials to herringbone type materials, BTBT, C8-BTBT, and Rubrene, some

of which were reported to have a single long-axis mode dominating �.21 Here we use density

functional theory (DFT) coupled to electron-phonon calculations to determine the contri-

bution to �. We find that all intra- and inter-molecular phonons across the full Brillouin

zone (FBZ) contribute to �, and that no single phonon contributes >10% to �, regardless of

molecular packing. A partial mode analysis is then performed linking the structure-property

relationship involving molecular changes and the phonons that contribute to �.

First we characterize the acoustic and optical phonons using Brillouin scattering (0.1–

2 cm�1), inelastic neutron scattering (INS) (3–4000 cm�1), Raman (50–1500 cm�1), and

Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) (600–1600 cm�1) spectroscopies. Next, we model the

crystal using a plane wave DFT supercell that simultaneously and accurately reproduces

the measured crystal structure and the phonon spectrum. The electron-phonon coupling is

calculated from the DFT model that closely matches the experimental spectrum. Finally,

we consider the information contained in each measured spectrum and demonstrate that the

isotropic optical spectra not only has missing modes due to selection rules, but also inade-

quately samples the Brillouin zone, leading to a limited mode analysis and over-assignment

of �. Finally, we compare predictions of µh.

We compare four different spectroscopic techniques that measure vibrational modes for

TIPS-Pentacene in Fig. 1. The details of the Brillouin scattering result are shown in Fig.

S1. In Fig. 1 we also highlight the energy region that is most important for � on the time

scale relevant for µh.17,38,39 This energy region is important because it represents the modes
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that are populated at room temperature and could thus contribute to �. Brillouin scattering

(maroon) measured the acoustics modes of the molecule. Although the long-axis acoustic

mode has been shown to predict µh based on Boltzmann transport in OSMs with plane mirror

symmetry,40 the acoustic modes measured by Brillouin scattering are too low in energy to

affect charge transport and high energy vibrations on individual molecules to not affect the

ground state energy surface that carries charge. The INS spectrum (black) measures a much

higher density of low energy modes over a more complete energy range than either Raman

(red) or FTIR (blue), due to optical selection rules. The experimental energy range that

Raman can access is limited and many of the lower energy vibrational modes that contain the

timescales considered most important for charge transport cannot be resolved. Literature

measurements of low-energy Raman (lower than we could obtain) measured in acenes-based

OSMs also depict only a low density of low energy modes.20,41–44 Typically, FTIR covers

a much narrower energy range because of limits in detectors. Recently, Schweicher et al.

utilized Terahertz spectroscopy to access those lower energies in related OSMs to compare

with the calculated phonons, but the limited number of resolved modes led to an average

over-calculation of µhs by a factor of ⇠3⇥.21 We conclude that experimental validation solely

with optical techniques such as Raman, FTIR, or THz spectroscopies, can lead to simulations

that under-sample the phonon modes that are critical for charge transport. By comparison,

we previously showed that validation to INS alone reproduces experimental µhs16 because

all of the modes over the full energy range and FBZ are sampled. Finally, we note that

polarized Raman spectroscopy on single crystals can provide critical information about the

anisotropy of polaron states20,41 that is impossible to directly probe using INS.
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Figure 1: Comparison of experimental INS (black), Raman (red), FTIR (blue), and Brillouin
scattering (maroon) spectra for TIPS-Pentacene.

Unlike optical-based spectroscopy, INS has been rarely utilized45 to study the dynam-

ics in OSCs.46–48 Although low energy Raman has been used to differentiate the phases

present in OSMs,49 INS, specifically performed at the VISION spectrometer at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL), is currently the only instrument that can quantitatively re-

solve the phonon spectrum over both the entire vibrational energy range (5-5000 cm�1) and

k-space. VISION has a spectral brightness two orders of magnitude larger than that of sim-

ilar instruments. Also other INS spectrometers are limited to either higher or lower energy

ranges.21,50–53

This study compares INS spectra from a well known set of three substituted acenes, Fig.

S2, that share similar brick-wall type stacking. We first compare these to each other and will

then follow a similar analysis for herringbone packed materials. Our hope in studying similar

structures is to determine whether particular features or trends relating to particular vibra-

tional modes can assist in high µh OSC design. The substituted acenes, TIPS-Pentacene,

TESADT, and diF-TESADT, exhibit respective increases in µh after molecular and chemical

variations on the conjugated core and side-chains. Firstly, benzenes on the terminal ends of

the conjugated core in TIPS-Pentacene (Fig. S2 top-left) are replaced with thiophenes, and

a methyl group is removed from each branch of the side chain creating TESADT (Fig. S2
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top-center). Previous research concluded that the sulfur-sulfur interactions provide stabil-

ity between adjacent neighboring molecules,54 with an increase in µh believed to arise from

damped long-axis intermolecular motions.55 Secondly, fluorines replaced a hydrogen atom

on each thiophene along the long-axis of the backbone on TESADT, makes diF-TESADT

(Fig. S2 top-right). This substitution further increased µh. It was reported that C-F po-

lar covalent bonds and S-F dipoles,56 and H-F hydrogen bonding57 dampen the long-axis

phonon further.

The measured and modeled spectra for the series of brick-wall type acenes are shown in

Fig. 2, narrowed to 1500 cm�1 for clarity, with the full spectra shown in Fig. S3. We have

previously demonstrated excellent experimental agreement with µh predictions based on INS

measurements and modeled spectra.16 The DFT model accurately resolves both the atomic

positions and cell dimensions from diffraction experiments, and the atomic dynamics from

INS over three-orders of energy. The excellent agreement between predicted and measured

phonon modes provides a quantitative measure of the computed �. Table 1 shows a com-

parison of the �-point and FBZ simulated µhs. The predicted µh are slightly overestimated

because µh was measured over a large area that includes grain boundaries and defects in the

crystal that are too long range for a periodic DFT simulation.
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Figure 2: a) Experimental INS spectra in solid black for b) TIPS-Pentacene, c) TESADT,
and d) diF-TESADT with corresponding optPBE-vdw simulated INS spectra in colored lines.
Energy range is from 10-1500 cm�1. Dashed vertical lines in a) highlight the phonon modes
shown in b-d with frequencies 136, 155, and 150 cm�1, respectively. Phonon eigenvectors are
scaled by 5 for TIPS-Pentacene and 20 for TESADT and diF-TESADT to improve clarity.
b-d highlights the effect of chemical change to the molecule on a single series of phonon
modes with sizably altered transfer integrals. e-f highlights the modes at 45 and 50 cm�1 for
BTBT and C8-BTBT, respectively, that show reduced phonon amplitudes.

Table 1 showcases a quantitative comparison between simulations. The �-point simula-

tion could be validated by optical techniques (FTIR and Raman) but includes all modes,

not just those allowed by selection rules. By comparison, INS spectroscopy includes the

FBZ phonons and all modes. The experimental and computed spectra for FTIR and Ra-

man of TIPS-Pentacene can be seen in Figs. S4 and S5, respectively. We show overall very

good experimental agreement with most peaks present and the modes shifted by not more

than 15 cm�1 (note Raman was recorded at room temp so the shift was expected). The

�-point phonons were also experimentally validated against both FTIR and Raman, but

computed µh is larger than for the FBZ calculations by over 100% in the worse case because

many phonon modes are missing from the �-point analysis. Even when calculating � at
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the �-point, we found that no single phonon mode is responsible for more than 10% of �,

supporting a similar conclusion from a previous study.53

A convenient way to visualize the contribution of � is by plotting the spectral density of

electron-phonon coupling, as seen in Fig. S6 for TIPS-Pentacene and TESADT. The INS

spectra are overlaid with the spectral density in Fig. S7, which shows which phonon modes

make a large contribution to � in the low energy region. Fig. S8 depicts a number of these

phonon modes for TIPS-Pentacene from 20 to 150 cm�1 and clearly shows that most of

these modes do not involve long-axis motions. Only the modes shown in Figs. S8b and S8c

are �-point phonons, and therefore observable using optical measurements. As can be seen,

considering only �-point phonons may skew the assessment of � by leaving out modes that

contribute to �.

Figure 3: a) Experimental INS spectra in solid black for BTBT, C8-BTBT, and Rubrene
with corresponding optPBE-vdw simulated INS spectra in colored lines. Energy range is
from 10-1500 cm�1.

By following a single energy equivalent series of phonon modes, it is possible to chart some

of the effects that making a chemical change to the molecules can have on the dynamics.

TIPS-Pentacene has a twist mode for the acene rings at 136 cm�1 depicted in Fig. 2b.

Substituting to an ADT core replaces phenyl rings for end ring thiophenes, which has the

effect of stiffening the ring structure and reducing the amplitude of the twisting mode in
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TESADT (Fig. 2c). The modes depicted as delta functions in Fig. S7 are shown as

molecular pictures in Figs. S8 and S9. The absolute magnitude of carbon motions in the

backbone are reduced in TESADT while the sulfur amplitude is large due to the weak C–S

bonds (Fig. S9d). The total � in TESADT is lower than for TIPS-Pentacene because there

are changes to a variety of modes that combine to reduce the total �. Further comparing

TESADT to diF-TESADT, the addition of a fluorine dampens out-of-plane sulfur motions

and maintains the stiffened backbone as shown in Fig. 2d, with other relevant phonons

shown in Fig. S10. We demonstrate that twisting, rotational, or rocking modes that are not

along the long-axis can also cause small dynamic changes that have a clear affect on � and

contribute to the simulation of µh.

We now perform a similar analysis on BTBT, C8-BTBT, and Rubrene, with the INS

spectra and spectral densities of electron-phonon coupling shown in Fig. 3 and S11, respec-

tively. The spectral densities (S) are computed as explained in Ref. 16. BTBT, C8-BTBT,

and Rubrene are much less structurally identical than the acenes, which makes a direct

comparison across similar motions at similar energies impossible. Furthermore, C8-BTBT

exhibits a low temperature polymorphism, while DFT was performed on the room tem-

perature polymorph, leading to poor spectral agreement, particularly above ⇠200 cm�1.

Nevertheless, the simulated phonons should still provide rough insight into the molecular

structure and charge transport relationship. Thus we analyze the change in modes that

contribute to � from addition of the C8 side chains on BTBT (Figs. S12 and S13), and

the significant modes for Rubrene shown in Figure S14. We see that each material contains

many peaks in S over a broad range of energy implying that many different phonon modes

contribute to the dynamic disorder. In these spectra, the peaks in high energy (e.g. around

1500 cm-1) are also due to carbon–carbon stretch modes as also noted in previous studies.

As can be seen, there are -9% to 28% relative changes between � computed using the

FBZ phonons and those of only �-point phonons. In substituted BTBT, there is a decrease

in � from including the phonon dispersion, which may seem counter-intuitive, but can be
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explained by the improved convergence of the low frequency lattice modes.33,58 Therefore,

one can conclude that methods such as Raman and FTIR spectroscopy that are designed to

only probe �-point phonons do not contain enough information to reliably parametrize the

nonlocal electron-phonon coupling in these materials. An important notable point is that �

in C8-BTBT is smaller than those of BTBT itself in spite of the reduced order and higher

flexibility of alkane bonds. As discussed in recent studies, the attachment of the side chains

can shift the vibration range of the conjugated core toward higher frequencies that cannot

be as easily populated at room temperature and accordingly do not effectively contribute as

effectively to �.18,21 Accordingly, in the calculation of µh for C8-BTBT, only the contribution

of low frequency modes in � is considered. The computed µh of C8-BTBT, however, tends

to be slightly smaller than those reported previously. This can be understood based on the

fact that � in this molecule changes in both directions (as can be seen in Table 1) and that

the effect on µh goes from negligible in one direction to a factor of 2 in the other. This means

that it is an effect that cannot be described by some systematic correction.

The µhs computed using the full phonon spectra for Rubrene and BTBT are smaller than

those computed with only �-point phonons. The trend is more pronounced in Rubrene where

also there is a considerable difference between � associated to its largest transfer integral

(pair A). This behavior is consistent with the rule proposed in Ref. 21 which expects the

mobility to be scaled by µ ↵ (�/J)� with � ⇡ "2" and those of Ref. 59 which predicts a rank

correlation of up to ⇠ -0.45 between � and µh. Furthermore, it has been shown that organic

field-effect transistors commonly are erroneously used to extract µs much higher than their

true intrinsic value.60

A partial mode analysis is shown in Figs. S12-14 for BTBT, C8-BTBT, and Rubrene,

respectively, which highlights the motions with sizable �. BTBT has a large number of

modes contributing to �, including translation, flexing, and twisting. We again notice large

amplitude sulfur motions from the weak C–S bonds arising consistently in the modes with

energies above pure translation. For substituted BTBT, the long-axis mode shown in Fig.
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S13a does indeed have an appreciable contribution to �, but there are many other modes that

are as much so or more impactful that should not be overlooked, as supported in Fig. S11c

and S11d. The motions in substituted BTBT are similar to its unsubstituted analogue, but

the addition of the long C8 side chains appear to lock in neighboring molecules resulting in

reduced amplitude in overall displacements and noticeably of the sulfur motions, highlighted

in Figs. 2e and 2f. For Rubrene, we again see opposing axial translation contributing to � in

Figs. S14a and S14b, wherein the phenyl rings reduce the amplitude of axial translation mo-

tions. At increasing energies, the weak C–C single bonds connecting the phenyl rings to the

tetracene core allow large displacements with complex motions in the phenyl rings, including

twisting and flapping. This in turn elicits a dampening response from the core resulting in

its own twisting, bowing, and other motions. Overall, it is apparent that regardless of crystal

packing, all motions within the conjugated well that contains the polaron contribute to �.

Table 1: Computed parameters for the organic small molecules. Top row for
each material are for pairs A and bottom row is pairs B for brick-wall type
materials and pairs B and C for herringbone type materials. List of materials,
transfer integrals J [meV], molecular pairs, band renormalization factor f, local
dynamic disorder �local [meV], non-local dynamic disorder calculated consider-
ing only gamma point phonons �� [meV] and full Brillouin zone phonons �FBZ
[meV] at 300 K, and respective mobilities [cmˆ2/Vs] computed in the frame-
work of transient localization theory along with average experimental mobilities
[cmˆ2/Vs]. µexp for TESADT and diF-TESADT consist of pure isomers in anti
configuration. DFT calculations were also done on anti configurations.

Material J f �local �� �FBZ µ� µFBZ µexp
diF-TESADT -198.87 0.59 0.016 40.05 47.54 2.27 2.15 2.2 ± 1.157

-49.66 22.84 24.27
TESADT -172.01 0.61 0.016 43.65 57.13 2.03 1.87 1.2 ± 0.236

-59.09 27.91 30.14
TIPS-PN 69.78 0.55 0.011 33.72 43.53 1.06 0.81 0.65 ± 0.3535

1.96 15.22 15.98
BTBT 113.58 0.43 0.015 30.00 32.28 0.86 0.82 0.024 ± 0.00761

13.26 77.65 81.91
C8-BTBT 88.01 0.47 0.021 26.18 23.80 1.85 2.55 6.0 ± 1.161

-62.94 54.52 50.06
Rubrene 147.87 0.65 0.018 36.40 50.64 8.73 4.01 9.25 ± 0.7562

22.69 9.56 10.09
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Figure 4: Average experimental (black) and theoretical (blue) µhs for the molecules used in
this letter. Red marks are average µhs, in the high mobility plane where available, for other
work with theories including TLT, Boltzmann transport based acoustic phonon deformation
potential, time-dependent wavepacket diffusion, and quantum nuclear tunneling.21,40,63,64

In summary, application of TLT simulations combined with validated phonon modes can

lead to accurate predictions of µh. For comparison sake, µh predictions in this work and other

published predictions using several different theories are shown in Fig. 4. Here we address

that the choice of validation data can affect the accuracy of these simulations by enabling

measuring of either �-point or FBZ data. Accurate phonons allow for a sequential mode

analysis probing the effect of minor chemical changes and � significant phonons. Examination

of the full phonon spectrum shows that many modes contribute to �, without any mode

contributing more than 10%, and so a design rule focusing on a single phonon mode is

unlikely to drastically improve µh.

Looking forward, although the calculated µhs quantitatively reproduced measured µh,

these FBZ phonon calculations are limited by the enormous computational expense of DFT.

A typical calculation with a 100 atom unit cell costs > 105 CPU hours on a supercomputer

per 2⇥2⇥1 supercell. Therefore we cannot model imperfections such as grain boundaries

or structural/chemical defects. Furthermore, rapid screening of theoretical materials based

on � would not be feasible. To overcome this limitation, considerable attention has been

focused on computationally cheaper methods. Recent examples include molecular dynamics
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(MD),65 density functional based tight binding (DFTB),66,67 or a mixture such as quantum

mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM),59 DFT-MD,68 and ChIMES/DFTB.31 Compu-

tationally demanding studies, such as this one, are essential as benchmarks for validating

more approximate simulation methods.
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